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A publisher’s perspective



publishing = strategy 



at a digital 
crossroads...offering new 

opportunities for easy, 
fast, global knowledge 
distribution



in an African context in 
which conventional scholarly 

publishing is of marginal 
viability



How can we leverage digital potential 
and OA to deliver  the wider 

opportunities we seek?
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‘How could the application of knowledge end 
poverty and hunger in Africa? How could higher 
education empower women and promote gender 
equity? How can knowledge be considered in the 
African context to address child mortality and 
improve maternal health?’

Nahas Angula, Namibian Prime Minister, UNESCO 29th Conference on 
Higher Education, 2009



Our universities, in particular, should be directing 
their research focus to address the development 
and social needs of our communities. The 
impact of their research should be measured by 
how much difference it makes to the needs of our 
communities, rather than by just how many 
international citations researchers receive in their 
publications.

Blade Nzimande, Minister of Higher Education and Training, South Africa, at the UNESCO World 
Conference on Higher Education in 2010



Open access has the 
potential to open up 
research publication 

for wider development 
impact



and yet this does not seem 
to be delivering the impact 

the policymakers seek
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We live on a huge continent



but have a tiny share 
of scientific output



Science Research - 2001

http://www.worldmapper.org
2006 SASI Group (University of Sheffield) and Mark Newman (University of Michigan).



but what do we mean by 
‘output’? 



What the university wants is profile in the ISI
and other indexes in the interests of enhancing 
its reputation and prestige. But the university 
must be relevant to its context in Botswana 
and in the region. It therefore needs a double 
pronged approach - enhancing local 
relevance and at the same time seeking to 
increase the quality of the journals and other 
outputs. 

The dual mission of African 
universities



one kind of ‘output’ 
dominates research 
publishing policy ... 



and one dominant 
metric





en by the search for 
anced prestige and 
competitiveness



‘green route’ repositories 
make published articles 

accessible



but the quest for local 
relevance remains at the 

periphery



and ‘the article’ becomes 
equated with ‘scholarly 

publication’ 



The result of this 
policy focus is 
tunnel vision...



...which pays 
attention to only a 

small segment of the 
publishing 

ecosystem.. 



the tip of the iceberg 
- formal publishing  



international journal 
companies dominate



NAGPS: A Summary of the FRPAA and Open Access Debate (2010)  



but mainstream publishers 
are using OA material and 
social media to transform 

their offerings





university presses 
constrained by a lingering 
(but erroneous) belief that 
university presses can be 

profitable businesses





but...



O A journals are growing 
and becoming mainstream





more sympathetic to 
developing country 

issues



In South Africa, government-
supported journal OA



...raising quality through 
national initiatives...



OA scholarly presses 
- the HSRC Press 





Academy of Science 
programme for scholarly 

books (open access) 
supported by DoHET



Could open access online 
scholarly book publishing 
revive the publication of 

serious long-form 
scholarship?



public funding would be 
needed



Below the waterline



informal, development-
focused policy 

papers,research reports and 
publications have been OA 

for decades







open data links to national 
programmes





‘translations’ of research for 
community and national 

development





Does ‘grey literature’ 
need to be redefined 

in a digital world? 



Where this all comes 
together...



radical new journal 
models emerge











the journal article is 
becoming part of the 
research continuum



a ‘hub’ rather than a final 
stand-alone outcome



and finally, new measures 
are being developed to 

evaluate a wider range os 
scholarship 



do we need to get on board 
the ‘altmetrics’ bandwagon? 





Would it be in our interest to 
leapfrog to the cutting edge 

of the 21st century? 
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